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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

17th April

For the April meeting we are back to
our usual evening of the third

Wednesday of the month. This is our last
one of this winter and next month Myron
will be taking over and organising the
Fly-ins.

Our talk for April will be presented by Sgt
Neil Mc Donald of the RAF. Sgt Mc Donald
is a qualified Air Traffic Controller and is
stationed at Brize Norton. He is going to
present us with all the information we
need to get a successful MATZ transit and
also what to do when flying around the
Cotswold area to make their lives and our
lives easier and safer. Any questions you
can think of jot them down and he will be
pleased to answer them at the end. We
should all be ready for the coming
summer evenings and week-ends with
our RT skills honed and polished.

Thanks to everyone for such a good turn
out to the March meeting. In spite of the
date being changed we had 45 people
present, this does make all the effort in
organising it worthwhile. My thanks also
go out to Andy and Ben for putting on a
good show. I hope you all enjoyed it.

See you all there

Quote of the Month

“Mistakes are inevitable in aviation,
especially when one is still

learning new things. The trick is to not

make the mistake that will kill you.” —
Stephen Coonts

Dates for your Diary

20th – 21st April 2013 – Show and
Tell, Clench Common. For details see
www.microlightcomps.org or contact
Rich Rawes at
richardrawes@btinternet.com.

4th – 5th May 2013 – Microlight Fly-in
and Trade Show. Popham Airfield. Details
at www.popham-
airfield.co.uk/events.htm

25th – 27th May – Over-Cornwall-Over.
Fun flying weekend and competition. See
www.microlightcomps.org or contact Rob
Keene at rob.keene@btinternet.com

31st May – 2nd June 2013 – Aero-
Expo UK, Sywell Aerodrome. www.expo-
aero/uk

14th – 23rd June 2013 – Fly UK 2013.
 Go to www.fly-uk.org to register. Start-
ing in the Midlands, flying north to the
Highlands and Islands returning via the
South West to somewhere near the start.

20th – 22nd June 2013 – Round Britain
Rally. Contact John Moore 07793 756129
or www.cyberstitch.me.com

29 July – 4th August 2013 – EAA Air
Venture, Oshcosh, Wisconsin.
www.eaa.org
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Annapurna the easy way by John
Sparks

I had never been eleven thousand three
hundred feet high in a microlight

before.  In front of  me was the most
stunning panorama of ice clad
mountains, and among them, some of
the highest in the World.  I was heading
towards Annapurna.

My wish to fly in an open cockpit in the
Himalayas was sown in 1999.  I had just
completed a trek in Upper Dolpo,  a
remote region in the north-west corner of
Nepal which had only recently been
opened  to tourists.  Taking off downhill
from a steeply inclined runway at
Jophul, the little twin engined Otter of
Yeti Airways plunged into cloud.  With
only glimpses of crags and the tops of
pine trees whistling past the wing tips,
the flight back to Kathmandu was
proving a little unnerving!  After all, the
Himalayas is littered with the wreckage
of aircraft that have smashed into
mountains!   After 15 or so minutes, the
pilot announced that he would be
diverting to Pokhara to wait for the
weather to clear at our destination.    We
promptly emerged from the murk and
were soon inside the little airport’s
waiting room.  Posters around the walls
testified to Pokhara’s beautiful setting
but on this occasion, the thick cloud and

veils of drizzle blotted out the
mountainous landscape. However,
something did take my eye because on
the far side of the sodden airfield was an
open hangar and inside it were the
unmistakable forms of a couple of
microlights.  Even more interesting, was

their design.  The trikes were partly
enclosed, each with a large windscreen
arching backwards over the ‘A’ frame to
meet the monopole fairing. I was
informed that their pilots took people on
pleasure flights towards the mountains –
‘though not today sir!’.

Although I have been to Nepal several
times since then, I had not returned to
Pokhara until March this year.  My wife
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Sally and I had completed a short trek in
the foothills of Annapurna and had two
nights at the end of it in the opulent
Fishtail Lodge by Lake Phewi. It was
only then that I recalled seeing those
microlights which I had seen some
thirteen years before.  I enquired at the

hotel’s reception desk and was told that,
yes, there were microlight flights from
the airport and that furthermore, they
could reserve one for dawn the next
morning.   In a flash, I furnished the
magic plastic from my wallet – I did not
ask to buy one! – and   a one hour slot at
06.30hrs was confirmed for me, subject
of course to the visability.

That afternoon, quite heavy clouds built
up and it rained so I had every
expectation that, come the morning, the
flight would be cancelled.  Not so.  At
05.30 hrs the stars were twinkling and
the outline of the Annapurna massif was
clearly etched in the glowing eastern sky.
I was met punctually at 06.10hrs by a
taxi.  By now the sun had just risen and
the mountains gleamed against the blue
sky and not a leaf stirred on the avenue
of trees leading to the airport.   After a
short wait, I was taken across to the
hangars where a couple of weight-shifts
and a  three axis Aeroprakt were being
prepared for flight.  In the reception area
I was told to stand still while a couple of
decorous young girls put a two piece
flying suit on me together with helmet
and ear defenders – alas there was no
intercom.  It gave me time to look
around the equipment. Avia Club Nepal

was started in 1997 by Natasha

Shrestha and her Nepali husband who
bought a microlight from a Russian
expedition to Mount Everest.  They felt
that this was the ideal kind of aircraft to
give tourists a sightseeing flight into the
nearby mountains.  Since then, using not
only microlights but also paragliders and
paramotors, the club’s pilots have taken
30,000 people into the air – mostly on
short ‘air experience’ flights, but some
like mine, on longer ones.

The Russian Biman trikes looked
interesting.  There were two full canopied
ones of the kind that I had seen nearly 13
years ago but presumably newer
examples.  They had an uncanny
resemblance to the latest P & M ‘Pulsar’

but doubtless not so technically advanced
or as expensive!    For a start, they were
powered by Rotax 582 oil injected 2
strokes driving KOOL props.    Designed
by Alex Homich, a Ukrainian trike pilot
and space engineer, the X-14  wings
were built in Russia.   They were largely
double surfaced with lots of battens to
maintain their profile.  Fully kitted up, I
was taken to meet my pilot and the trike
that I was to fly in.  “Unfortunately our
Russian pilot is unavailable this morning.
Do you mind flying with a Nepali pilot?”
Suspecting that perhaps the Vodka had
flowed liberally the previous evening, I
muttered to the receptionist, that
perhaps a Nepali pilot would be much
more preferable - or words to that effect.

 I was introduced to ‘Captain’ Santa

Bahadur Lamichhane – a young chap
probably a third of my age.
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Without trying to pull rank, I told him
that I had been flying weight-shifts for
over 20 years – he was suitably
underwhelmed!   The trike was a side by
side Biman ‘Tundra’ with a small
windscreen similar to the old British
Hornet that was never a commercial
success.  Without ado, the ‘Captain’ gave
me the thumbs up, started the engine
and we were off down Pokhara’s  827

metre 04 runway.   The fact that the fuel

gauge indicated an empty tank,
something which I pointed out, did not
seem to bother the chap with the throttle.
The 582 in the back took us on a steady
climb at 3-400ft/minute over the town
and towards the wall of lofty mountains
nearly 30 miles away.  We left behind the
mist covered valleys of the lowlands and

climbed way over the top of ridge after
ridge.  The one overlooking Pokhara is
used by the paragliders when the
thermals start to work.  Now, the air was
wonderfully still – not a ripple disturbed
our steady progress up into the blue.

The layout of the trike itself was different
from our European models, with a central
console on which the hand throttle was
placed along with various switches for
navigation lights etc.  I noticed that,
apart from the ASI, a Russian VSI  and
altimeter, it was also fitted with a

transponder.  My seat was like a cosy
armchair and more generous in width
than the bum-numbing one in my Quik.

It was not long before we had passed the
furthest point of the trek Sally and I had
reached a week earlier and were flying
over forested ridges towards the top of
the tree line.  The altimeter wound up
through 10,000ft – I do not think that
the throttle had been eased back from
take-off and the engine maintained a
steady 5500 rpm.

Around 40 minutes from Pokhara which is
2700ft amsl, we were now above the
snow line at over 11,300ft at the base of
Machapuchare, the precipituous
‘Fishtail Mountain’. This sacred peak is
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22,943ft high.  Although it  loomed over
us at twice our height above sea level, in
fact the top of Annapurna 1 (on the

left of the photo below) is much higher

but appeared smaller as it was further
away. The snow plume curling off the
summit indicated that the 26,545ft giant
had her head in the Jet Stream. However
at our  level the air was completely calm
and crystal clear.  With such excellent
visability, the array of dazzling, glacier-
encrusted mountains stretching from
horizon to horizon was breathtaking.
Furthermore, the experience was
enhanced by sitting out in the open and
feeling part of this awesome landscape.
Moments like this  bring home why I find
flying a trike so exhilarating and why it is
such a privilege to be able to do so.  To
cap the magical experience, the club’s
Aeroprakt-22 suddenly appeared
beside us for a minute or two as we made

a 180° turn to head back to Pokhara.
Only now was the throttle eased back.
As we coasted down, I signalled to my
pilot that I would like to take control.  He

seemed rather reluctant but I did handle
the Biman for a short time.  All I can say
is that it seemed to be quite heavy in roll
compared with my Quik.

After an hour in the air, we were back on
the ground and, for $25, I was handed a
DVD with a file of photos and several
movie clips of my flight.  While waiting
for the DVD to be processed, I was
informed that I could have had an extra
30 minutes and flown deeper and higher

into the mountains to the Annapurna
Base Camp.  I was not told about this
option when I booked ‘because hardly
anyone wants to do it’!  Now, when am I
going back to Pokhara?

For Sale

Aware 5, Nav facility hardly used.
Contact John Sparks
pineleigh.sparks@btinternet.com

Message from the Chairman

I wanted to draw everyone’s attention
to a free event former member Richard

Rawes is co-organising at Clench
Common on the 20th or 21st of April.



Bill Austin (Editor)
marshview@btinternet.com
01684 833789
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If you are looking to dust of some of the
winter cobwebs, or are just after
something a little different with the
opportunity to learn something new, I
highly recommend attending as it aims to
help improve pilot skill by teaching some
of the advanced competition skills that
help enormously in everyday flying.
The blurb off the BMAA competition
website is below.

Run by international competition flyers

Rich Rawes and Chris Wills, 'Show & Tell'

is a unique opportunity to develop

advanced skills that will be invaluable in

your everyday flying as well as giving you

an introduction to what goes on in a

National Competition event.

If you have ever wondered who goes to

the comps, what happens, which types of

tasks can be expected, how do I do it -

this is the event for you! The plan is to

hold it on either Saturday April 20th or

Sunday 21st - as soon as the decision is

taken we'll amend the details on the

website.

The day will run at the friendly Clench

Common airfield in the heart of the

stunning Wiltshire countryside. Everyone

that comes along will get 'hints & tips' for

each of the categories of task together

with a chance to put them into immediate

use through some quick and easy

practice tasks. This is a great chance to

develop your navigation and planning

techniques under the experienced

guidance of Rich and Chris. There is NO

CHARGE* and you have nothing to lose.

* A landing fee may be applied by Clench

Common airfield and food and

refreshments on-site will be charged.

Eleven aircraft are already registered, so
it should be a good social gathering too.
If you are interested in attending, visit
www.microlightcomps.org or contact
Rich at richardraws@btinternet.com .
Safe flying!
Rees.

Online General Aviation Report

(GAR) facility started April 8th

Three years in the making, a new
online General Aviation Report (GAR)

facility commenced April 8 at 10:00am
which should make filing the form easier
and more efficient – and ensure it gets to
all the agencies it needs to reach.

The work has been carried out by John
Murray and AOPA, who explained, “For all
this time we have been working with the
Home Office and Border Force (please
note Border Force is not the same as
Border Agency and continues in
existence). We have discussed issues of
inconsistency and different treatments of
across Border arrivals, most of all we
have engaged in a practical project to try
to make things better when crossing the
Border."

Border Force would like all pilots to use
the online system and to submit their
own GARs for rather than rely on clubs or
airfields who are not in the chain of
information, though t the existing means
of submitting a GAR will continue.

Security of the online system has also
been assured: “A great deal of work has
been put in to ensure that personal
information is secure in the online system
and your data is only seen by those
authorised. Indeed if the Police are not
entitled to see it they don’t! Your online
GAR will not be left in a club or airfield in
tray. In all respects, speed and security,
the online system is a huge step up.”
Currently the only direct link into Border
Force is via the AOPA web site
www.aopa.co.uk or the smartphone apps
(Android currently available on Google
Play Store – search for UK Border, and an
iphone app will be available shortly).
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